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Client Monitoring System (CVM)
All of  Agroforestry Group’s associated Managing Agents provide clients 
with access to a client portal called CVM (Client Viewing Module) via mobile 
application. The client portal allows all clients to monitor their trees progress 
24 hours a day. It contains photos of  all trees owned and their individual 
measurements such as height and girth. It also includes a video of  each 
client’s specific plantation with a detailed walkthrough by their plantation 
manager. 

The client portal includes the following key client data:

Ownership Certificate
Clients can see a copy of  the physical ownership certificate that they receive 
upon purchase. The ownership certificate includes details such as the total 
number of  trees, product, date and land plot number in which their trees 
are on. 

Client Tree Bar Codes
Clients can see their individual tree barcodes. Each barcode is unique to 
each individual tree and client. The barcodes assist the team in tracking tree 
specific data such as growth and planting dates.

Bar Code Measurements
Measurement details of  each tree are constantly uploaded along with 
associated photos. Key measurement details include height and girth along 
with the time and date of  measurement. Clients can easily track the progress 
of  their trees growth in this section.

GPS 
GPS coordinates of  client trees and their plantation is indicated in the GPS 
section of  the client portal. 
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Disclaimer

Agroforestry Group Limited and its employees, authorized representatives, subsidiaries, introducer(s) and agents 
are for the benefit of  this entire document collectively referred to as (“AFG”). AFG does not provide tax, legal, 
accounting, investment, financial planning, retirement or estate planning advice or services nor are they licensed 
with any authority to do so. The content of  this document is for information dissemination purposes only.

All brands, images and photos used in this document are for example and illustration purposes and remain 
the exclusive copyright of  their owners, manufactures and distributors, and no form of  partnership, agency or 
collaboration is either implied, intended or stated (unless otherwise specifically stated). Any information AFG 
provides in this document may be subject to change from time to time. All information in this document may not 
be copied, modified, distributed or reproduced in whole or in part without the prior written consent of  AFG.
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